July 2, 2010 Scouting Report – It’s July and Dry: June was Rootless, Bentgrass collars ugly
when wet, Beware of anthracnose basal stem rot, Tim graphs dollar spot, while Nick talks turf to
44.5 million
Chicago/Northern Illinois Update: Derek Settle - DSettle@cdga.org
June was Rootless? Actually, I meant to say Ruthless – another typo. Sorry Mrs. Amore. But
June really was rootless – in a manner of speaking. Of turfgrass roots I have seen this week we
have reason for concern. They are short and shallow. It doesn’t matter if you are Poa annua or
bentgrass. Instead of inches measured with a 12 inch ruler we did quite well using an index
finger since 1 inch is not uncommon. Another learning experience this week was about golf
green collars. Poa annua (the nemesis) actually did better than bentgrass this time around. The
equation: Record wet June + Spiked-foot traffic + Equipment wear = Ugly bentgrass collars.

Nice flags. A Penn A4 + Penn G2 chipping green gets use, Aurora Country Club. Settle 6-30-10
Good news! It did go away – the rain, that ‘Ring of Fire’ thingy. And so a long period of violent
thunderstorms is over for now. We know (from experience) that the next round of weather
(midsummer heat) will undoubtedly favor creeping bentgrass. For example, further south, Poa
annua is already showing heat/drought stress in central Illinois. This weekend, on several fronts
be diligent. Enjoy dry, scout for midday wilt stress, listen to the roots grow, and have a great 4th!
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Weather Recap – June’s rain total was double the norm in Illinois = A 108 year record
We just set a 108 year old record for wetter than normal in Illinois. Not since 1902 has a month
of June been wetter – a 7.8 inch average across the state. Our current drier conditions of this
week now mean rootzones will finally have increased soil gas exchange. That means OXYGEN,
and that means greater root length development. In the meantime the weathermen are excited.
They are licking their chops and are
forecasting a 90 degree line? Our turfgrass
and its management is about to get tested.
Our next wave of troubles will be anthracnose
basal stem rot of wilt-stressed Poa annua.
That fungal disease is associated with our first
big dry down and heat stress, which has
begun. Water hoses are in the ready position.
Yesterday Tom Skilling wrote, “The immense
dome of dry air draped across the nation's
Heartland and behind this week's run of
spectacular weather is heating in place. It's a process which is starting slowly. But strengthening
southerly winds predicted to take hold in coming days are to send Chicago's temperatures on an
upward trajectory expected to result in near 90-degree warmth for Saturday and Sunday, July 4.
It would mark the first time the city's experienced a 90-degree Independence Day... since 2003.”
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In Illinois - the wettest June in 108 years
Sunshine Course logged 9.15 inches (Lemont, a southwest suburb)

Since early May, a similar period of 5 days without rain has not occurred throughout Chicago’s
suburbs. In Lemont, the Sunshine Course weather station logged 9.15 inches of rainfall in June.
Built Fall of 2002, Sunshine’s fairways remained waterlogged in June – 108 year event to blame.
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Superintendent Communications this week (By Illinois Region in reverse)
South: Trey Anderson TAnderson@ Hickory Ridge Public Golf Center, Carbondale
Friday, 2 July, 2010: “Things were very hot
at the end of May and continued right
through June. The end of June seemed like
the weather never dipped below 90 and
several days were high 90’s with low
humidity, wind and high solar radiation.
Needless to say, the water hoses have been
running A LOT the last few weeks. The bent
has made it through for the most part but the
Poa really took a hit on a few greens.”
Fairy ring has reared its ugly head and after a
few years with almost complete control with Bayleton. We have seen quite a bit of
breakthrough... We didn’t see a lot of the green rings but saw more of the fruiting bodies than I
have ever seen here. After the Bayleton application and syringing it in this Monday we saw 7080% control with most of the fruiting bodies turning black overnight. Some damage was already
done but I think we have it back under control. That is about all we have seen on the disease
front. The Japanese Beetles have slowed down and now it seems like most of the fight is against
heat. The cool down this week has been a welcome break and just in time but something tells me
summer isn’t over. Have a great 4th!”
Central: Pete Clarno PClarno@ Mt. Hawley Country Club, Peoria
Wednesday, 30 June, 2010: “The weather
has been beautiful the last couple of days.
With the dryer temperatures, we have seen
the E.T.'s skyrocket (Country Club of
Peoria’s data) upwards of 0.24 inch and
0.22
inch
Monday
and
Tuesday
respectively. It appears the shallow root
system or lack of, is having a hard time
meeting the demands of the respiration
(photo attached). Plenty of moisture but
can’t get cooled because of the roots. We
have resorted to syringing and light
frequent night watering. July and August could be very interesting. Obviously, disease pressure
has decreased and not a moment too soon. Aggressive cultural practices on our greens have led
to the development of foliar anthracnose on the Poa. I have not observed any basal at this time.
Propiconazole was applied. Have a great fourth”
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N. Chicagoland: Brian Thomson BThomson@ Biltmore Country Club, N. Barrington
Thursday, 1 July, 2010: “Watered greens
last night – first time in a while. Had to
hand water a little yesterday and even had
a few hot spots. Looks like I might be
watering everything tonight. That will be
the first watering of fairways this year.
Brown patch was very active. Dollar spot
was hitting a few spots pretty hard –
looked like the damage you would expect
in the late fall – unlike during the summer
when it seems more of just the tips of the
blades and not down to the crown.
Keeping an eye out for sod webworms – sure seem like there are more moths than normal this
year. Just finished putting Toro’s “Turf Guards” in 14 different places – 11 on greens... Kind of
interesting stuff. It has two probes, one is placed just under the surface (about 2 in. down) and
the other is about 4 in. below the upper one. The data is transferred to a server on the internet, so
you can log in anytime and see what is going on. I can check the difference in EC (electrical
conductivity) from the top probe and the bottom probe – will be interesting to see how it changes
as the greens dry out. My goal is to find the moisture level that corresponds to just before the
turf wilts, that way I can water before it happens. Stop by when in the area! Happy 4th!”
S.W. Chicagoland: Derek Settle (Pathologist) dsettle@cdga.org Sunshine Course, Lemont
Monday, 28 June: “Today we enjoy much
lower humidity after an oppressive weekend
of humidity. The temperatures were not
over 90 degrees over the weekend, but that
did not help since the humidity was really
high. Brown patch continues to do quite
well. Dollar spot also should have continued
its progression. I diagnosed Bipolaris leaf
spot on a Penncross green. So again the date
is biologically July whereas we are just
beginning our true summer season. That is
all from my end… Today is Sunshine day.
Pythium blight should have been active over the weekend on low wet areas – so expecting to see
it on our ‘indicator’ teebox which poorly drains. We will collect data on greens using NDVI. We
get to see if the Poa control treatments made last week fried the turf – Velocity was really strong
on L-93 last Thu at NSCC 8 fwy when Nate and I hit it with the stuff again. The good news…the
ring of fire is gone for the week. Sunny days and 70s for highs fill the sky – low humidity too!”
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Tim Sibicky, M. S. - TSibicky@cdga.org CDGA Turfgrass Research Manager
Dollar Spot disease on Putting Greens
The 2010 season for Dollar Spot Disease (pathogen Sclerotinia homoeocarpa) is in full swing.
Since the last week in May, the environmental and weather conditions have been very conducive
to dollar spot disease development. Currently on the first green of the CDGA Sunshine Course,
we are testing a variety of preventative fungicides at intervals 14 and 21 days. The study began
May 23rd and will continue through September. The bentgrass green is L-93 plus Penn G-2.

2010 Dollar Spot Disease on Greens, Sunshine GC
AUDPC percent plot damage
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Broad spectrum contact Daconil Ultrex, 14 day - Active Ingredient (A.I.) Chlorothalonil
Insignia, 14 day - A.I. Pyraclostrobin
Concert, 14day - combo product A.I. Chlorothalonil (Daconil) + Propiconazole (Banner Maxx)
Emerald, 21 day - A.I. Boscalid
Honor, 21 day - combo product of A.I. Pyraclostrobin (Insignia) + Boscalid (Emerald)
Renown, 14 day- combo product of A.I. Chlorothalonil (Daconil) + Azoxystrobin (Heritage)
Reserve- combo product of A.I. Chlorothalonil (Daconil) + Triticonazole (TritonFLO )
26GT- A.I. Iprodione

Bullet Point Results to Date
 Leaving untreated has left unacceptable amounts of damage to visual turf quality.
 Concert provides excellent control for dollar spot but is harsh on the turf quality. Phytotoxicity
due to the DMI propiconazole noticed especially during the heat of June.
 Reserve has been adequate and effective at the low (3.2 oz/M) rate tested at 14 days, while 21
day treatment at the highest (4.5 oz/M) rate allowed for some breakthrough.
 Brown Patch was observed in the untreated control and two of the Emerald plots.
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Dollar spot infection centers on a bentgrass green within 4 ft by 6 ft study plots. Sibicky 6-28-10
Tim’s Turf Test – a look-a-like
Is this dollar spot myceliuum? Nope,
spider mites are capable of producing
webbing that has a distinct
resemblance to Dollar spot disease in
the morning. Visually the webs have
similar appearance, but the webbing
tends to appear flat and planar in the
upper plant tissues. When webs are
disturbed to see the plants
underneath, they are green and
healthy. Dollar spot persists in all
levels of the canopy and you will see
bleached white lesions that can
extend across entire leaf blades.
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Nick DeVries - NDevries@cdga.org
Research Assistant and Internet Communications Manager
On February 10th at 3:59AM an earthquake shook Chicago at a preliminary magnitude of 4.3. I
remember being rattled awake but by the time I regained consciousness the rumbling had
stopped. I searched Google, checked Facebook, and turned on the TV – nothing about the quake.
Next, I pointed my browser to Twitter and searched the phrase “Chicago earthquake”. Five
minutes after the tremor 50,000 people had already asked the same question I had, “Was there
just an earthquake in Chicago?” I was amazed with the real-time information I was able to search
for. Unlike Facebook, you are not limited to only the people you are friends with. Twitter brings
you real-time results from 44.5 million users.
Twitter is good for business. If you have a presence on Twitter, you are getting more traffic.
Google also recently integrated Twitter results in their search engine, so you can actually show
up in searches based on what you Tweet. The better your content and tweets, the more people
will follow you. Knowledge rules supreme over nearly everyone! There is a growing presence of
turfgrass professionals taking advantage of Twitter’s mass content distribution. We would love
to see you, join us and contribute! Resistance is futile!
Tweet: A maximum of
140 character update
that you send through
the Twitter system.
ReTweet:
Often
referred to as “RT” this
is a way to echo
something
someone
else has said and allow
your followers to see it,
while giving credit to
the
person
who
originally said it. It’s a
great way to get a lot of
people looking at you!
Trending Topic: If
something gets a lot of
Tweets and Retweets it becomes a Trending Topic. This is listed on the right side of Twitter to
let you know what’s hot in the Twittersphere. Turfgrass industry profiles I like to follow:
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Final images

Thanks John. Nate and I see a bluebird on a pretty day at Aurora Country Club. Settle 6-30-10

Thanks Sunshine. Nate continues to document the wildlife on Sunshine Course. Sibicky 7-1-10
Note: Testing, Testing, 1, 2, 3. Watch your inbox next Friday for a new scouting report format!
Next week the report will be sent from the following address: Please add this email address to
your address book to ensure you continue to receive contact from the turfgrass team.
TheChicagoDistrictGolfAssociation@mail80.subscribermail.com.
Thank you for your continued support and communication... Derek, Tim, and Nick
– The CDGA Turfgrass Program
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